2022: A year of growth and impact for Asivikelane Health

Asivikelane Health grew in leaps and bounds in 2022, working alongside communities and clinics to address pressing service delivery problems. We are grateful to the community participants, fieldworkers, clinic staff, government officials, donors and other stakeholders who support this work. We look forward to more growth in 2023!

**ASIVIKELANE HEALTH COVERS:**

45 CLINICS
562,500 RESIDENTS

**ASIVIKELANE HEALTH WORKS IN:**

- **2** EASTERN CAPE METROS
- **1** DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
- Oil Tambo District Municipality
- Buffalo City Metro
- Nelson Mandela Bay Metro

**CLINIC CLIENTS PARTICIPATE EACH MONTH**

450
86% ARE FEMALE

HOW HAS ASIVIKELANE HEALTH HELPED?

74% OF PARTICIPANTS SAY THAT ASIVIKELANE HEALTH HAS LED TO THE FOLLOWING CHANGES:

- 67% SAY CLINICS NOW OPEN ON TIME
- 54% SAY ACCESS TO YOUTH HEALTH SERVICES IMPROVED
- 47% SAY NURSES TREAT CLIENTS BETTER
- 43% SAY MEDICINE AVAILABILITY IMPROVED

WHAT ISSUES DO PARTICIPANTS WANT CLINICS TO FIX?

- INCREASE STAFFING
- UPGRADE THE CLINIC BUILDING
- SEPARATE WAITING AREA FOR COUGHING PATIENTS
- COVERED AND CLEAN WAITING AREAS

For more information please contact: kaugust@spf.org.za

Detailed results and comments from residents themselves are available at: www.asivikelane.org/health For more information please contact: kaugust@spf.org.za